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Content
The aim of my intervention is to understand why as we are all convinced that Human Factors are
a main part of the air safety, the science stay at the door of the cockpits, why human factors are
not really integrated in trainings and why our authority don’t take account of these evidences.
I will present some directions to take into account human factor then tools we should trained and
used to improve crew resilience.
The progress of the presentation:
• Point the confusion between Crew Ressource Management and Human Factors.
We base the pilot courses on CRM skills such as communication, decision making, workload man-
agement, forgetting the deep link with emotional state, which is never considered.
• Examples in sport, where we observe the same paradox: mental skills are the main part of
the performance but it’s not trained. (because high level athletes have to be performant
under pressure, the problem is comparable)
Are we sure we give the right key to help pilots to progress? We often deliver a technical answer
to an emotional problem.
• The illusion of remediation by errors misunderstanding.
During simulator training, if we repeat a missed exercice without be sure it’s a knowledge issue,
we just reduce stress level and we lose the opportunity to improve human factors. There is a large
difference between « you remember that you don’t have to abort take off after V1?», and « Did you
feel that just before take off you were overloaded? Can you spot your signs of an over workload? ».
• The illusion of the 10-6, the physiognomy of a major accident and the brain modes.
Our industry has a high level of safety, for a lot of reasons (hardware, SOP, training,..) but related to
the number of flights, do we agree to accept dozen major accidents? A major accident, accorded to
the black swan theory is unpredictable, has major consequences, and can be perfectly understood
after. Train human factors is the key to have efficient and resilient crews able to deal with unknown
unpredictable and stressful situations.
• Poor FH communications.
Debriefings or conclusions of an accident investigation are based on CRM skills, or just mention
« human limitations ». It’s clearly poor for operators and in fact unusable. « Work on your déci-
sion making », « apply standard procedures », etc. : is there one pilot who doesn’t know he has
to comply with SOP? HF request time, highly trained instructors, implication.
• Tools we should explain, train and use.
Pilots should be trained (and checked) on technics like effect of breath and temporisation, mental
imagery, attention to inner talk and feelings, relation between emotions and decision making,
stress and performance. They should be aware of brain modes implications, deal with emotions.
They should understand the harmful effect of ego…
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• Conclusion
Human factors instructor should help crews to answer instead of react. Our industry should
take account of HF by an accurate communication and let science enter into the cockpits.
